CASE STUDY

Senator RH 650, Harley
Hawkes Bay

BACKGROUND
The Davidson’s previous boat was an old
ﬁbreglass 6 metre boat with a 2 stroke motor.
With a young family and plenty of adventures
to be had the me had come for an upgrade.
Jarrod is a senior boat builder at Senator and
building a boat at staﬀ rates is well earned perk.
This is a true family boat, built in
partnership with his parents.

WHY THIS MODEL?
The RH 650 is big enough to safely take the family out, while s ll being easy to tow behind
the Santa Fe. Like all Senator’s this model rides smoothly. The hardtop provides excellent
shelter from the elements, and with the canvas awning has greater protec on.
If the weather deteriorates you know you can get home comfortably.

WHERE IS IT USED?
Fishing trips oﬀ Cli on in Hawke’s Bay and
camping on Lake Waimarama. Great deck
space for all the gear when heading away
for 4 or 5 days camping.
The fold down ladder at the bow means
everyone can get from the boat to the beach
easily. Jarrod also built a ﬂoa ng trailer for
launching oﬀ the Cli on boat ramp, the
boat & trailer free wheel into the sea, and then can be winched out.
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Model:

RH 650

Boat lenth:

6.50 m

Overall Length:

6.75 m

Beam:

2.38 m

Boat Weight:
Engine:
Fuel:
Electronics:
Special Features:

1800 kg
Yamaha F175
Petrol 91
Lowrance Elite 9 VHF radio
Lowrance sounder/GPS combina on
Bump rail
Sliding window, starboard side
Fold down ladder on bow rail, port side
Extended rear canvas shade awining
Full canvas awning with PVC see through sides
Cooker under folding seat
Bunk extensions with centre bunk inﬁll

Deck Finish:

Tread plate

Hull Finish:

Semi wrapped in white with black stripe.
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